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Epidemiological data suggest that risk taking in the real world increases

from childhood into adolescence and declines into adulthood. However,

developmental patterns of behaviour in laboratory assays of risk taking

and impulsive choice are inconsistent. In this article, we review a growing

literature using behavioural economic approaches to understand develop-

mental changes in risk taking and impulsivity. We present findings that

have begun to elucidate both the cognitive and neural processes that contrib-

ute to risky and impulsive choice, as well as how age-related changes in

these neurocognitive processes give rise to shifts in choice behaviour. We

highlight how variability in task parameters can be used to identify specific

aspects of decision contexts that may differentially influence risky and

impulsive choice behaviour across development.

This article is part of the theme issue ‘Risk taking and impulsive behav-

iour: fundamental discoveries, theoretical perspectives and clinical

implications’.
1. Introduction
Although even young children are proficient at making many simple value-

based choices, children’s and adolescents’ decision-making differs in important

qualitative ways from that of adults [1]. Such developmental differences in

decision making are particularly consequential during adolescence, when indi-

viduals transition from childhood to adulthood. Although adolescence is both a

biological and cultural construct that cannot be strictly defined on the basis of

age, this period is thought to begin with the onset of puberty (as early as age 10)

and to extend into the third decade of life, when individuals reach cultural mile-

stones such as economic independence or marriage [2]. During adolescence,

increased autonomy confers many opportunities to make independent choices.

Learning to make self-directed choices is critical for successfully transitioning

toward independence from one’s parents. The pronounced neurobiological

restructuring of the reward system during pubertal maturation [3,4] may

drive increased exploratory behaviour as well as facilitate adolescents’ ability to

learn about positive outcomes in the environment [5,6]. However, adolescents

often exhibit a greater propensity toward risky actions that carry potential

negative consequences [7,8] and seemingly shortsighted choices that prioritize

immediate rewards over longer-term beneficial outcomes [9].

Such risky and impulsive decision making represents one of the greatest

perils of adolescence. Criminal behaviour is higher in adolescents than in any

other age group [10]. Over half of new sexually transmitted infections diagnosed

are in individuals aged 15–24 [11,12]. Mortality rates increase markedly from

childhood to adolescence, with about three quarters of deaths attributable to

preventable risky or impulsive actions (e.g. reckless driving, suicide; [11]). The

propensity to take risks varies substantially across individual adolescents [13].

The peak age for engaging in specific risky or impulsive behaviours also varies

[14], in part owing to differential opportunities for risk taking [15]. However,

theoretical accounts suggest that an overall increase in shortsighted and risky

choices during adolescence, whether advantageous or not, may stem from

underlying neural and cognitive changes [15,16]. Although a growing body of
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literature examines the development of decision making,

motivated by a broad relevance to public policy, adolescent

health and juvenile justice, extant studies have yet to converge

on a consistent account of the mechanisms underlying

developmental changes in risky and impulsive choice [17].

Inconsistencies in empirical findings may stem in part

from inconsistent definitions of risk and impulsivity. Collo-

quial ideas about risky and impulsive choice often diverge

from formal definitions of these constructs stemming from

the field of behavioural economics. The public tends to dis-

cuss risks in terms of actions that might lead to negative

outcomes. Economists, on the other hand, consider risk

taking as the choice of an option with higher variability in

possible outcomes [18]. Lay definitions of impulsivity

typically refer to difficulty controlling one’s impulses (e.g.

in purchasing an item), or acting without adequately

considering future consequences. In contrast, the field of be-

havioural economics posits that such behaviours arise from

idiosyncratic time preferences for reward receipt, without

invoking notions such a self-control failure [19]. While

some studies test hypotheses stemming from lay definitions

of risk and impulsivity, others employ definitions based in

behavioural economics. Varied definitions lead to differences

in experimental design and data analysis, which in turn can

dictate the patterns of results [20]. In order to arrive at a con-

vergent account of risky and impulsive choice, it is important

to try to understand how features of disparate experimental

paradigms (e.g. the probabilities and relative values associ-

ated with taking a risk) influence the patterns of behaviour

that are reported. Such careful examination of extant studies

in the field may clarify our understanding of the mechanisms

and contextual drivers of risky and impulsive choice.

Many developmental studies of risky decision making

have employed tasks that capture features of naturalistic risk

taking (e.g. the Stoplight driving task, the Balloon Analogue

Risk Task; [21,22]) or situations in which impulse control

proves challenging (e.g. antisaccade, stop signal and go/no-

go tasks; [23–25]). While behaviour in such tasks often

reproduces developmental patterns of real-world risk taking

and impulsive choice [22,26–31], a shortcoming of these

tasks is that it is often unclear how to quantify the key features

of the choice context and the underlying cognitive process that

influence naturalistic decision making [20].

To illustrate the myriad factors that might inform real-

world risky choice, consider the example of mobile phone

use while driving (figure 1), a behaviour to which we will

return periodically below. This behaviour is more common

in adolescents than adults, and is problematic because auto

accidents (often resulting from distractions) are the leading

cause of death in adolescents [32,33]. A teen deciding

whether or not to check a text while driving might have

acquired information relevant to this choice context in a var-

iety of ways. This teen might have learned statistics in drivers’

education class about the dangers of distracted driving, or

might have directly experienced the reward of successfully

reading a message from a friend without crashing. Infor-

mation obtained from these explicitly described and

experientially learned sources may be differentially weighted.

A variety of contextual factors might also influence the teen’s

choice relative to an adult’s, including the magnitude of an

immediately available reward (e.g. high reward if the text is

from a crush), the relative difficulty of envisioning more

distal outcomes (calling to mind the option of returning
home safely, not crashing, and then reading the text may be

more difficult than imagining immediately reading the

text), the relative probability of potential outcomes (the text

is likely to be rewarding, a crash is unlikely) and timing of

the outcomes (the need to see the rewarding text now,

versus getting home safely but delaying receipt of the mess-

age). Understanding how these component processes of

decision making change over development is essential in

learning how best to promote adaptive choice behaviour in

adolescence.

In recent years, behavioural and neuroscientific studies of

risky and impulsive choice have adopted theoretical models,

experimental paradigms and analytical frameworks from the

fields of behavioural economics that allow risky and impul-

sive behaviours to be decomposed into relevant cognitive

processes [20]. In behavioural economics, risk taking and

impulsive action are conceptualized as value-based decisions

[34,35]. For instance, a paradigm assessing risk preferences

might ask participants to choose between an 80% chance of

$10, otherwise $0, versus $8 for sure; while one assessing

time preferences might present a choice between $5 immedi-

ately versus $15 in three months (we will also return to these

examples below). Properties of the decision problems (e.g. the

magnitude, valence, probability or delay of the decision out-

come) can be varied systematically to isolate the influence of

specific aspects of the choice context on decision making.

While the vast majority of behavioural economics

research has focused on decision making in adulthood, a bur-

geoning literature has begun to apply these approaches to the

study of developmental changes in risk taking and impulsive

behaviour from childhood to adulthood [7,8,14,36,37]. In this

article, we review this developmental literature, highlighting

patterns of age-related change in risk taking and impulsive

choice. We specifically focus on aspects of the decision con-

text in each study that might influence an individual’s

likelihood of making a risky or impulsive choice, and how

this effect might vary across development. To be consistent

in our interpretation of studies inspired by varied definitions

of risk and impulsivity, we discuss these constructs in terms

of behavioural economic definitions, with risk taking defined

as choosing the option with highest outcome variability [18]

and an impulsive choice defined as choosing the option that

will result in a smaller but sooner reward [19]. Importantly,

although we acknowledge that social context is a critical

factor influencing risky and impulsive choice across develop-

ment [38], we do not address this topic within the scope of

the current review. Further, although we briefly discuss

some of the key neural mechanisms that may underpin risk

taking and impulsivity across development, we direct readers

to other sources for a more comprehensive discussion

[17,39,40]. Here, we present findings that have begun to elu-

cidate both the cognitive and neural processes that contribute

to risky and impulsive choice, as well as how age-related

changes in these neurocognitive processes give rise to shifts

in choice behaviour.
2. Decisions under risk
Individuals sometimes make choices based (at least partially)

on described information about possible options and the out-

comes and probabilities associated with those options (e.g.

statistical information about outcomes of distracted driving).
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Figure 1. A schematic representing a common naturalistic choice and highlighting contextual features that may differentially influence choice across development.
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‘Decisions under risk’, a commonly used risk-taking

paradigm, are a laboratory model for choices based on

described information [41]. Typically, participants in

decisions under risk experiments are asked to make a

choice between two monetary gambles (e.g. the aforemen-

tioned choice between an 80% chance of $10, and 20%

chance of $0, versus $8 for sure). Many developmental

studies of risk taking employ such paradigms [8,14,37,39].

Developmental versions of these tasks typically present

decision problems as ‘wheels of fortune’, where probabilities

of each decision outcome are both written and visually

depicted to aid younger participants in understanding the

task [42]. Developmental patterns in decisions under risk

are quite variable [7,8,14]. In studies that are limited to ado-

lescent and adult age groups, over half do not report

higher risk taking in adolescents [8]. Studies that also include

children sometimes show linear decreases in risk taking

from childhood, across adolescence and into adulthood

[43–45], while others have demonstrated that risk taking

does not vary across this age range [46–50]. Very few

studies using decisions under risk paradigms have found

results that mirror epidemiological risk patterns, with

increases in risk taking from childhood to adolescence and

decreasing into adulthood [51,52]. In one of these studies,

this inverted-U shaped pattern was limited to choices for

gains, not losses [52].

Although the developmental findings in decisions under

risk are highly variable, age patterns in risky choice can be

better understood when examined in terms of contextual fac-

tors that vary across choice problems and paradigms. For

example, choices are likely influenced by expected values,

or the relative amount one can expect to win or lose from
each option (calculated by adding the values of each potential

outcome, weighted by their probabilities of occurring).

Because computational and probabilistic reasoning abilities

increase from childhood into adulthood [53,54], the ability

to compute which option has a higher expected value may

also increase, which in turn may affect choice patterns

across age [14]. Indeed, several studies have shown that

older participants are more likely to choose the option with

higher expected value, regardless of the riskiness of that

option [51,55–59]. However, several studies have not demon-

strated age differences in choosing the higher expected-value

option [60–62]. Yet another study found that adolescents are

more likely than adults to choose the option with higher

expected value. In this study, adolescents’ (versus adults’)

neural activity in the ventral striatum, an area strongly impli-

cated in valuation [63], also tracked more closely with

expected value when rendering a decision [64]. Notably, all

of the studies that did not show age-related increases in

choosing the option with higher expected value tested only

adolescents and adults. Based on the available evidence, it

seems plausible that one’s ability to identify and choose

the option with the higher expected value increases from

childhood through adolescence, but does not change

considerably from adolescence into adulthood.

While the likelihood of choosing the option with higher

expected value typically increases from childhood into

adulthood, adults often do not make decisions under risk

based on which option has a higher expected value [65].

Rather, adults’ choices vary based on a variety of additional

contextual factors [66,67]. One such factor is valence, or

whether the problem involves gains or losses (or both).

Specifically, losses are thought to ‘loom larger’, or sway
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behaviour more, than gains of the same magnitude [67]. This

behaviourally manifests as an increased tendency to take

risks to avoid losses than to increase wins, or in greatly

reduced risk taking if a risky option involves a possible loss

when there is a positive (but potentially smaller) safe

outcome available.

How might loss aversion contribute to developmental

patterns of risk taking in the real world? To return to the

distracted driving example, it is possible that an adolescent

decides to check the text message in part resulting from

lower loss-aversion relative to adults. In other words, while

loss-averse adults might be much less likely to read a text

for fear that the distraction would result in a crash, adoles-

cents would be less influenced by this potential loss.

Consistent with this idea, results from several studies suggest

that children and adolescents do not exhibit loss aversion

[57,58,61]. However, other studies have not found evidence

of age differences in loss aversion [52,60,68,69]. Yet others

suggest that in some cases, younger individuals demonstrate

‘reverse framing’, or increased risk taking in gain compared

to loss problems [70,71]. Notably, such reverse framing only

occurs when gain or loss magnitude is large, demonstrating

that the specific features of the choice environment are

likely to substantially influence the patterns observed with

respect to loss aversion across age groups.

Another key factor that affects adults’ decision making

under risk is the probability structure of the risky option.

Specifically, if a problem contains infrequent outcomes (i.e.

less than 30% likely) adults tend to behave as if they over-

weight those outcomes when rendering a decision [67]. To

return to the monetary gamble example presented above,

when choosing between an 80% chance of winning $10 and

20% chance of gaining nothing, versus a sure $8 gain, the

majority of adults will choose the sure gain. This pattern

results from a general tendency to overrepresent the infrequent

outcome (20% chance of $0) in the decision process [67]. This is

analogous to the driving example as well—adults may be less

likely to check a message on their phone because they tend to

overweight the possibility of an unfavourable crash outcome.

Critically, whether such overweighting of rare outcomes

results in a bias towards choosing the risky or safe option

depends on the favourability of the rare outcome. In the case

of a 10% chance to win $90 (otherwise $0) versus a sure $9

win, adults more often choose the risky option because the

infrequent (10% chance to win $90) option that is over-

weighted is more favourable than the frequent (90% chance

of $0) option. That is, probability weighting biases in decisions

under risk result in more risk taking when the infrequent

option is favourable, and less risk taking when the infrequent

option is unfavourable. Risk taking is context-dependent [72]

and rare-outcome weighting patterns are helpful in explaining

such context-dependencies in adults’ naturalistic risk taking

[67,73]. For instance, adults are risk averse in many domains

(e.g. buying insurance to avoid a small probability loss) but

are risk seeking in the context of unlikely large gains (e.g.

buying lottery tickets); both patterns can be explained by over-

weighting rare outcomes.

Very few developmental studies have explicitly examined

probability weighting in developmental samples. However,

findings tend to show that children and adolescents under-
weight (rather than overweight) infrequent outcomes in

decisions under risk ([56,74,75]; but see [76]). Consistent

with this pattern, an adolescent who checks a text when
driving may be underweighting the unlikely crash outcome

in rendering a decision. Possibly as a result of such rare out-

come underweighting, a recent study found that adolescents

perceived a variety of risky behaviours to be ‘less risky’ than

did children or adults [77]. Importantly, a simple summary

statistic of overall risk taking would fail to capture differential

weighting biases across age. In contrast, leveraging com-

putational models of valuation and choice enables the

estimation of such decision biases [37]. Future studies testing

developmental patterns in decisions under risk that are

designed with computational modelling analyses in mind

will be helpful in understanding how probability weighting

biases develop from childhood into adulthood.
3. Decisions under uncertainty
(a) Decisions under ambiguity
Decisions under uncertainty involve circumstances in which

the underlying probabilities and/or values of an option are

unknown. In ‘decisions under ambiguity’, participants are

told the values that may result from a given choice, but

part or all of the probability distribution is unknown. Statisti-

cally, individuals should be indifferent between a 50/50

lottery and a fully ambiguous lottery (i.e. a lottery with an

unknown probability distribution). However, adults strongly

prefer a labelled to an unlabelled lottery, demonstrating

aversion to ambiguity [78,79].

Ambiguity likely plays a role in the distracted driving

scenario framed above. The teen who checks a text while

driving may have an idea of the range of positive and nega-

tive outcomes that can result from the behaviour, but the

exact probabilities of each outcome are unknown. If the

adolescent is more tolerant to ambiguity (i.e. has a more opti-

mistic evaluation of the unknown outcome probabilities) than

adults, this may increase the likelihood of checking the text.

Until recently, attitudes toward ambiguity had not been

studied developmentally. Several studies have now identified

patterns of developmental change in ambiguity tolerance,

but such patterns are not consistently observed. Tymula

and colleagues found that adolescents were less ambiguity-

averse than adults in the gain domain [75], but not in the

loss domain [69]. Conversely, van den Bos & Hertwig [52]

found uniform ambiguity aversion in the gain domain from

childhood to adulthood, but in the loss domain adolescents

were ambiguity neutral, while children and adults were

ambiguity averse. In yet another study Blankenstein and col-

leagues [46] found linear increases in ambiguity aversion

from childhood through adulthood, while a follow-up study

using a similar paradigm in participants in a similar age

range found no age differences in ambiguity attitude [47].

Other studies have shown that younger children (ages 5

and 8) are ambiguity-neutral [80,81]. Given the lack of

consistency in these results, future research will be required

to better understand what factors might underlie these

disparate patterns of age-related choice behaviour.

(b) Decisions from experience
‘Decisions from experience’, another type of decision from

uncertainty, require individuals to make repeated draws

from unmarked lotteries to learn about their underlying

probability distributions. A participant may, for instance,
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draw from one lottery several times and observe the follow-

ing sequence of outcomes: $10, $10, $0, $10, $10. Another

lottery would yield $8 on every draw. Cumulatively, feed-

back from multiple draws provide similar information to

that provided in the risk example above, with the major

difference between risk and experienced uncertainty being

the way in which information was acquired (descriptions or

direct experience). Research on the ‘description–experience

gap’ directly contrasts choice patterns often observed in

decisions under described risk with those seen in decisions

under experienced uncertainty [82]. While adults tend to

overweight infrequent outcomes in description-based deci-

sions under risk, as described above, they often show the

opposite choice pattern in experience-based decisions under

uncertainty: they make choices consistent with an

underweighting of rare outcomes [18,41,83].

The contrast between described risk and experienced

uncertainty may also be important in disentangling when

adolescents do and do not take more risks than children

and adults [8]. After all, it is likely that outcomes of prior

experience in similar situations directly influence subsequent

choices. The adolescent who chooses to read a text message

while driving is likely to have read a text while driving in

the past. Therefore, decisions under uncertainty paradigms

that require learning from experience may be a better

model for risk taking in the real world, and behaviour

observed in these paradigms may better approximate many

real-world behaviours. Further, the problematic risks that

adolescents often take in the real world involve rare

unfavourable outcomes (e.g. the rare likelihood of a car

accident), so a pronounced pattern of underweighting rare

unfavourable outcomes might be a contributing factor under-

lying adolescent risk behaviour. Consistent with this idea,

and in contrast to the highly variable results observed in

developmental studies of decisions under risk, almost all

studies of adolescent risk taking that use experience-based

uncertainty paradigms evince heightened risk taking in

adolescents relative to adults [8]. Further, the first develop-

mental study to systematically test decision making under

both risk and uncertainty found that when rare outcomes

are unfavourable, adolescents’ choices are consistent with

increased underweighting of rare outcomes in uncertainty

relative to risk problems, a pattern that was not observed in

children or adults [52]. Therefore, in understanding real-

world risk in adolescence, it may be useful to further examine

behaviour within these experience-based assays of decisions

under uncertainty.

The majority of studies that explore developmental trends

in experiential risk taking employ variants of the Iowa

Gambling Task (IGT) [84]. In the IGT, participants make

repeated choices between four decks of cards. Two of the

decks are ‘good’, always providing small gains paired with

either frequent (50%) or infrequent (10%) small losses, but

importantly, resulting in net gains when chosen repeatedly.

The other two decks are ‘bad’, always resulting in a

slightly larger gain (relative to the good decks), but also

coinciding with frequent (50%) or infrequent (10%) larger

losses, resulting in a net loss when chosen repeatedly. IGT

studies consistently demonstrate age-related increases in

choosing good relative to bad decks from childhood through

adulthood [55,85–93]. The ability to learn which decks are

good is thought to rely on the ventromedial prefrontal

cortex (PFC) ([84]; but see [94]), an area that is often
implicated in reward valuation [64], and that is increasingly

recruited from adolescence to adulthood as IGT performance

improves [87].

Given evidence of age-related differences in experience-

based paradigms, an important question is how the

integration and evaluation of experienced positive and nega-

tive outcomes might change across development. The

computational field of reinforcement learning has defined

algorithms formalizing how the value of an action can be

learned experientially through trial-and-error [95]. Central

to this learning process is a prediction-error signal, reflecting

the degree to which an outcome is better or worse than one’s

initial expectation. The activity of dopaminergic neurons,

projecting from the midbrain to the ventral striatum, is

thought to approximate such a prediction-error signal [96].

Some studies have suggested that prediction-error related

ventral striatal responses are heightened in adolescents

[97,98], however this finding has not been consistently repli-

cated. Other studies have observed age differences in ventral

striatal connectivity during reinforcement learning [99,100],

suggesting that age differences in ventral striatal signals

likely reflect differences in reward learning computations

across a more extensive network of brain areas [101].

After receiving feedback about an action, reward

prediction error signals can be used to revise, upward or

downward, one’s estimated value of the action. In reinforce-

ment-learning models, the extent to which this value estimate

is altered depends on one’s learning rate. Higher learning

rates give an increased weighting to a recent outcome, lead-

ing to large changes in value, whereas lower learning rates

result in a small adjustment. Several recent studies have

found that models containing separate learning rates for

positive and negative prediction errors provide a better charac-

terization of choice behaviour than models with a single

learning rate [87,100,102]. Critically, the introduction of two

learning rates enables the model to capture asymmetries in

the influence of previous positive and negative outcomes on

one’s choices. Studies examining developmental differences in

positive and negative learning rates have observed valence-

dependent asymmetries that differ by age [87,100,103,104].

While the age-related patterns of asymmetry observed vary

across studies, any interpretation of these findings must also

take into consideration how specific weightings of positive

and negative feedback might produce better performance

given the reinforcement statistics of a given task. The appli-

cation of reinforcement-learning models in future studies that

explore developmental change in responses to the structure of

the choice environment will be useful to better characterize

how age-related changes in feedback-based learning influence

experiential decisions from uncertainty.

Interestingly, theoretical accounts of adolescent risk

taking implicate the same ventral striatal circuitry thought

to be involved in reinforcement learning. Specifically, models

of adolescent risky choice suggest that heightened ventral

striatum activation may drive adolescent reward seeking,

resulting in increased risk taking [15,105]. Empirical tests of

age differences in neural responses during risky choice have

inconsistently yielded such ventral striatum hyperresponsivity

[17]. However, in understanding variability across studies,

it is important to consider the tasks used to index these

responses, and the stage of the task (e.g. anticipation, feed-

back) at which responses are assessed [64]. Studies in

which participants experience repeated rewards or rewarding
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feedback (e.g. reinforcement-learning or experiential-choice

tasks) typically demonstrate some degree of adolescent

ventral striatal hyperresponsivity [45,97,106–108]. While

some studies have demonstrated lower ventral striatal

responses in adolescents relative to adults [26,109,110],

these studies typically measure responsivity during pre-

dictable reward anticipation, which does not involve

learning. Further, despite the absence of a learning com-

ponent in these tasks, adolescent ventral striatal responses

were similar to [109,110] or increased [26] relative to adults’

after successfully receiving a reward. These findings suggest

that adolescent ventral striatal hyperactivation may be most

pronounced when receiving reward feedback. Future neuro-

imaging studies using paradigms that are amenable to

computational modelling are needed to elucidate the nature

of these developmental differences in ventral striatal reward

processing. Moreover, these studies should examine how

the adolescent ventral striatum interacts with a broader

corticostriatal and subcortical (e.g. hippocampal–striatal)

circuitry to influence decision making from experience.

In real-world decision making, individuals often acquire

information about a choice through both descriptions and

experience. For instance, the adolescent deciding whether to

read a text while driving may have learned about the dangers

about this behaviour in a course, and may have also engaged

in the behaviour in the past. How information from these

disparate sources is integrated and prioritized can bias the

decision. In paradigms that present both described and

experienced information, adults readily integrate both

sources of information ([111–114]; but see [115]). Children’s

and adolescents’ learning, on the other hand, is more strongly

informed by prior experience [93,116], which may contribute

to heightened risk taking when rewarding outcomes are fre-

quent and negative outcomes are rarely experienced ([49] but

see [117]). For instance, if the adolescent deciding whether to

check a text has read messages from friends while driving in

the past, the rewarding result may bias the teen toward

repeating the behaviour in the future, without consideration

of descriptive warnings about the possible dangers.
4. Decisions over time
The term ‘impulsivity’ is commonly used to refer to actions

that are premature in their execution, or reflect a lack of fore-

sight [118]. This definition encompasses a range of

behaviours including a tendency to prioritize near-term

rewards over higher-valued delayed outcomes, failure to

wait for delayed rewards, acting without consideration of

the consequences of one’s actions, and failure to inhibit inap-

propriate responses. While often grouped under the same

heading, experimental studies of impulsivity suggest that

these measures do not reflect a single underlying construct

[119,120]. Convergent evidence in adult humans and

animal models has dissociated, both behaviourally and

neurally, measures of motor-response inhibition (e.g. antisac-

cade, stop signal and go/no-go tasks) from measures derived

from choice behaviour, suggesting that these measures reflect

different forms of impulsivity [118,121]. Studies examining

developmental changes in impulsivity across each of these

behavioural domains have observed pronounced patterns of

age-related change [9,122]. However, while some develop-

mental studies have corroborated this dissociation between
measures of choice impulsivity and motor response inhi-

bition [123], others have observed correlation between these

measures [124,125]. One possible interpretation of this incon-

sistency is that these forms of impulsivity become more

differentiated with age, however this remains an open ques-

tion best answered through future longitudinal studies. In

this review, we focus on the development of impulsivity as

it relates to value-based choice behaviour, leveraging insights

that can be derived through behavioural-economic studies of

intertemporal choice. We present findings that reveal devel-

opmental changes in this assay of impulsive-choice

behaviour in humans and discuss the cognitive and neural

mechanisms that might underlie these age-related changes.

In intertemporal choice paradigms, participants make

choices between smaller rewards that are available sooner

and larger rewards that are only available at a future point

in time (e.g. $5 now or $15 in three months). Economic

models propose that such intertemporal choices are made

by comparing the subjective value of an immediate reward

with that of a delayed reward, which is diminished, or ‘dis-

counted’, by the length of time we must wait for it. Choice

behaviour in these tasks can be fit to mathematical models

that represent hypothesized cognitive processes that lead to

discounting behaviour. These models can be used to derive

precise estimates of an individual’s temporal discounting

rate. Such experimental measures of temporal discounting

appear to have construct validity for real-world impulsive

behaviours, predicting a range of measures that reflect priori-

tization of delayed rewards, including academic performance

[126], drug abuse [127], creditworthiness [128], diet and

exercise habits [129] and marital fidelity [130].

Convergent findings across developmental studies of

intertemporal choice suggest that discount rates decline line-

arly with age from childhood into adolescence, reflecting

increasing patience, reaching an asymptote in early adult-

hood [123,131–134]. Changes in functional dynamics and

white matter connectivity, particularly within and between

the striatum and PFC, appear to play a central underlying

role in this gradual increase in patient choice

[123,125,131,133]. Age-related increases in patient choice

across childhood have been associated with greater connec-

tivity between the ventromedial and dorsolateral PFC

regions [125]. From early adolescence into young adulthood,

increased strength of tracts connecting the dorsolateral PFC

and the striatum predicts decreases in discounting [123]. In

adults, ventromedial PFC activity has been found to track

subjective value, both during intertemporal choice [19,135],

as well as in other value-based learning and decision

making tasks [64], while dorsolateral regions are broadly

implicated in the deployment of cognitive control processes

that support goal-directed decision making [136]. The

increased integration between these prefrontal regions and

the striatum—a region centrally implicated in reward proces-

sing and action selection [137]—may reflect the deployment

of these cognitive-control processes in a manner that

increases the subjective value of delayed rewards.

In younger children, impulsive choice has been assayed

using a delay-of-gratification task [138] that involves actually

waiting for a delayed reward, as opposed to choosing

between rewards that are available at different timepoints.

In this task, one faces a reward that is immediately available

(e.g. one marshmallow), with the prospect of obtaining a

larger reward (e.g. two marshmallows) if one is willing to
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forego the immediate reward and wait for a longer duration

of time. In this task, children exhibit an increasing tendency

to wait for a larger reward at older ages [139,140]. As in dis-

counting tasks, choice behaviour in the delay of gratification

task appears to have construct validity for real-world choices.

Preschoolers’ choices in the task have been found to predict

academic performance in adolescence [138,141], and relate

to differences in frontostriatal recruitment in adulthood

[142]. While such findings suggest the presence of early-

developing trait-like impulsivity phenotypes, studies in

children have also shown that willingness to wait in the task is

sensitive to contextual features such as the reliability of the indi-

vidual controlling reward delivery [143]. This is consistent with a

theoretical proposal in the animal behavioural-ecology literature

that ‘collection risk’, or the level of uncertainty that a delayed

reward will actually be delivered, may promote impulsive

intertemporal choices [144]. This notion also suggests a potential

developmental mechanism underlying the association between

steeper temporal discounting and poverty [145], which may

impose greater collection risks for delayed rewards stemming

from increased environmental instability.

Further evidence of the adaptability of discount rates

comes from research highlighting how cognitive factors and

aspects of the choice context can alter intertemporal choices

[146]. One such factor is the degree to which individuals

vividly simulate the future when making intertemporal

choices [147]. Recent work in adults suggests that when indi-

viduals are cued to situate intertemporal choices in the

context of personal events scheduled to occur in the future

(e.g. ‘Would you prefer $5 now, or $40 in 6 months during

your vacation in Florida?’), their discount rates are reduced

[148,149]. The act of calling to mind this future timepoint,

and the potential utility of a larger reward in that context,

appears to increase the subjective value of the delayed

reward. Moreover, adults’ self-reported simulation vividness,

as well as the strength of functional coupling between the

PFC and the hippocampus—a region implicated in episodic

memory and prospective simulation [150,151]—predict the

degree to which episodic simulation alters discount rates

[148,149]. Collectively, this work suggests that individuals

who spontaneously engage in such future-directed mentaliz-

ing behaviour might exhibit more patient choices (but see

[152]) and that age-related changes in episodic simulation

might contribute to developmental differences in intertemporal

choice.

A large literature suggests that future-directed thinking

and episodic simulation of the future exhibit a protracted

developmental trajectory [153,154]. Self-reported future-

oriented cognition increases linearly with age from childhood

to adulthood [154] and adolescents report more event details

for simulated future events than children, suggesting an

increase in the vividness of episodic future simulation with

age [155]. Consistent with a role for future simulation in

patient intertemporal choices, adolescents who report a

greater tendency to imagine future events vividly [156] and

to engage in future-oriented thinking [123,154] also exhibit

less temporal discounting. Importantly, while children and

adolescents may be less likely than adults to engage in spon-

taneous cognition about future time points and may

experience less vivid simulations, when cued to make inter-

temporal choices in the context of planned personal future

events, they also exhibit decreased discount rates for future

rewards situated at those timepoints [157,158]. These findings
suggest that children and adolescents can richly simulate the

future when cued to do so. However, a decreased tendency to

engage in spontaneous future simulation, potentially reflect-

ing the protracted development of PFC–hippocampal

functional connectivity [159,160], may contribute to increased

impulsive choice at younger ages. It is possible that adoles-

cents’ decreased ventral striatal activity during reward

anticipation [26,109,110], as discussed previously, might

also reflect a decreased tendency to spontaneously simulate

future events.

While intertemporal-choice paradigms are widely used

assays of impulsive behaviour, the task fails to capture an

important aspect of typical real-world intertemporal choices.

Whereas the task explicitly specifies the availability of a

choice between a smaller sooner and larger later option, in

real-world situations one often is faced with an immediately

rewarding option, but must spontaneously call to mind an

alternative course of action that might have a higher future

value. Consider the example of an adolescent deciding

whether to read a text message while driving. The prospect

of reading the message presents a tangible potential immedi-

ate reward. However, the potential ‘larger later’ reward of

reading the text after arriving safely at one’s destination,

coupled with the large relative value of a decreased crash

likelihood, must be spontaneously mentally generated to be

evaluated in comparison with this near-term rewarding out-

come. Thus, cognitive processes including the spontaneous

retrieval of future events, causal learning of the relationship

between actions and delayed rewards or negative outcomes

[161], counterfactual reasoning about the potential future

consequences of unchosen actions [162,163], and deliberative

evaluation processes [164,165] are likely to be important

components of real-world intertemporal choices.

Developmental improvements in these cognitive pro-

cesses may contribute to age-related decreases in impulsive

choice. Prominent models of decision making distinguish

two types of evaluative processes that can inform one’s

choices [164,165]. A ‘model-based’ evaluation process relies

on an individual’s cognitive model or ‘map’ of the causal

relationships between actions and outcomes that apply in a

given context. This mental model can be consulted to evalu-

ate candidate actions and their potential consequences, and

select and an action most likely to yield a desired outcome.

In contrast, ‘model-free’ learning uses the positive and nega-

tive outcomes of past actions as reinforcing feedback that can

respectively strengthen or weaken one’s propensity to reflex-

ively perform that action again in the future (i.e. the previous

rewarding experiences of checking a text message while driv-

ing will increase the estimated ‘value’ of text message

checking). When considering a choice between two actions,

model-based evaluation is proposed to depend on a

prospective-simulation process [166], through which poten-

tial future actions and outcomes are ‘sampled’ and

evaluated [167,168]. While it is unclear to what extent this

sort of prospective simulation involves vivid mental imagery

of future events, greater reliance on model-based evaluation

might decrease impulsive decision making though spon-

taneous engagement of a simulation process that augments

the value of future outcomes [169,170]. Across development,

in tasks designed to dissociate reliance on model-based and

model-free evaluation strategies, the recruitment of model-

based evaluation has been found to increase linearly from

childhood into adulthood [116,171], whereas model-free
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evaluation exhibits developmental invariance. Thus, gradual

increases in the reliance on deliberative action-selection strat-

egies may contribute to age-related reductions in impulsive

choice by promoting the engagement of future simulation.

Collectively, a convergent literature suggests that with

age, individuals exhibit a greater prioritization of delayed

higher-value outcomes over near-term rewards and these

changes in intertemporal choice preferences appear to have

construct validity for real-world impulsive choices. Intertem-

poral choice preferences in adulthood are highly variable

across individuals [172], reflecting both genetic variability

[173], as well as sensitivity to many aspects of the choice con-

text [146]. An important question for future longitudinal

studies will be to understand how such factors interact over

the course of development to shape individual differences

in intertemporal choice preferences, as well as whether the

malleability of such preferences changes over development,

suggesting the presence of ‘sensitive periods’ for altering

impulsive-choice behaviour.
 B
374:20180133
5. Conclusion
Here, we reviewed a nascent developmental literature using

experimental paradigms and analytical approaches from

behavioural economics to understand risky and impulsive

decision making. Importantly, these findings suggest that

specific aspects of decision contexts exert dissociable effects

on choice behaviour. Specifically, decision parameters such

as the probability, magnitude and valence of outcomes,

and whether information about these outcomes is derived

through experience or explicitly conveyed, can influence

risky choices in a way that may vary as a function of age.

Similarly, aspects of intertemporal choice contexts, such as

whether intertemporal choices need to be spontaneously rep-

resented or are explicitly presented, or whether delayed

rewards are situated in the context of future personal

events can shift intertemporal-choice preferences, and may

differentially affect impulsive choice across age.

To refine our understanding of the developmental differ-

ences in risky and impulsive choice evident in real-world

epidemiological statistics, future laboratory studies must

aim to better identify and isolate the specific task parameters

that elicit these behaviours. To date, very few studies have

examined developmental changes in decision making using

the formal approaches discussed here. Given the lack of con-

sistency in the extant findings, it will be important going

forward for researchers to explicitly report the task par-

ameters used in their studies in order to systematically

understand their influence on behaviour. Additionally,

future work can concurrently use physiological and neuroi-

maging techniques, as well as experimental manipulations,
to gain a better understanding of how factors such as

emotional states or cognitive abilities influence choice behav-

iour differentially across development. Sharing raw data will

also facilitate meta-analysis of study results to clearly isolate

contextual influences on risky and impulsive choice.

To understand the complexity of decision making in nat-

uralistic choice contexts, it will also be critical for future

studies to consider how the myriad factors that influence

risky and impulsive-choice behaviour interact. The teen

deciding whether to check a text while driving likely has

acquired both described information and limited direct

experience concerning the potential costs and benefits asso-

ciated with this action. As in many contexts in which

adolescents take risks, prior encounters with this choice con-

text are likely to have involved frequent rewards, but

infrequent negative consequences, thus requiring foresight

and simulation to bring to mind potential negative conse-

quences. Consideration of the contextual factors that are

likely to play a role in specific real-world choice contexts may

also help to distinguish between environments in which ado-

lescents are likely to make adult-like choices (e.g. contexts in

which future outcomes are easy to call to mind, or potential

rewarding outcomes are infrequent) and those in which

they may be vulnerable to increased risky and impulsive

choice [174].

Ultimately, this improved understanding of both the

specific contextual factors and underlying mechanisms that

modulate risk taking and impulsive choice across different

stages of development can be leveraged to help teens in

the real world. For instance, it may be possible to steer

adolescents toward taking positive, prosocial risks (e.g. audi-

tioning for a play or running for student government; [5])

with a similar probability and reward structure, rather than

risks that are illegal or that can lead to dire consequences.

Moreover, providing opportunities to engage in future simu-

lation (e.g. opportunities for reflection on long-term goals)

may improve adolescents’ ability to make less impulsive

choices. Such interventions based in behavioural economics

may be effective in preventing problematic manifestations

of risky and impulsive choices in adolescence (e.g. problem

gambling [175]; substance abuse [176]).
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